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I. ISTR~I)I:CTION 
W’e say that a function is crinkly if (i) it is continuous on D, and (ii) given 
any open interval Z in D the function assumes every value between its inf 
and sup on I a non-denumerable number of times where inf < sup (excluding 
intervals of constancy). In Section 2 we shall exhibit such a function with D 
the unit interval. Actually the methods employed are applicable to a wide 
class, but we restrict the discussion to a single case which is also non-differ- 
entiable. The method rests upon a fundamental theorem we proved in [2] 
stated below as Theorem 1. 
In [3] the author gave an example of a function with the property that --.. .- ..-- 
on a countable dense set the four extreme limits f(.~ -t- 0), j(~ - 0), 
f(x t 01, f(.y - 0) -- are all different (where x + 0 means limit from the right) 
and elsewhere f >f. According to a theorem of W. H. Young this is the 
best that can be done i.e. f(~ + 0) == f(x - 0) for any function except 
perhaps on a set at most countable. In Section 3 we give a much simpler 
example of this behaviour with the attractive additional property that the 
exceptional countable dense set can be specified in advance. 
2. CRINKLY F~SCIXONS 
THEOREM 1. If the h-adic expansion of x is represented as .xlxp ... where the 
base b > 2, and if f  (x) = .ulug ... where ui is either 0 OY I so that the,functional 
correspondants are notated in base 2 subject to the rules 
(i) uk depends only on x1 ,..., xk OY uk 1.x g(x, ,..., x,,) 
(ii) uk uIzdI if either xkml = xL = 0 OY .x~(._~ = xA. = b -- I 
(iii) uk ;L uli-r if either x~.-~ #: xk = 0 OY sIml + 9,: = b -- I, 
then f  (x) is continuous. 
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Theorem I is remarkable since combinations other than the four listed in 
(ii) and (iii) can be arbitrary without destroying continuity inasmuch as the 
first requirement is not of substantial moment and is imposed only to prevent 
decisions that could destroy continuity (such as allowing uy: to be 1 only if 
x.p were odd). 
\Ve select 4 as our base, and we indicate one set of permissible rules by the 
table below where the entry 12 0 means: if in the Kth place of .x1x2 ... we 
find 2 preceded by 1, then uh--, - ul; , whereas 10 1 indicates that for this 
combination uk-r # I(,~ 
000 10 I 20 1 30 1 
01 0 11 0 21 0 31 0 
02 1 12 0 22 0 32 1 
03 1 13 I 23 1 33 0 
THEOREM 2. f(x) = .u1u2 ... with the uk’s determined by the table with 
(say) u1 = 1 is crinkly. 
Proof. Suppose x E I, an open interval contained in the unit interval. 
Since Z was open, we can find a neighborhood of x contained in I. For suf- 
ficiently large k we can find two rationals in this neighborhood such that 
if xx # 3. If  we agree to write a terminating x without using unending 3’s 
(e.g. we write & as .lOOO ... and never as .0333 ...), we can always accomplish 
this. I f  f(x) = .z+u~ ... uLup.,i ..., we can find non-denumerably many x’ 
in this neighborhood such that f(x’) -f(x). Choose x’ = .xl’x,’ ... with 
xi’ = xi , i : I, 2 ,..., k + 1. Then f(x) and f(x’) will agree in their dyadic 
expansions through the first K + 1 places. Since the table was so constructed 
that for any xi;+i there are two choices that can be made for xfiie that will 
leave u k+2 = uI;, r and two that will make the u’s different, it follows that 
there are 2ao sequences of x,’ that yield the same functional value within 
this neighborhood. Since x was an arbitrary point of Z, the assertion is esta- 
blished. 
THEOREM 3. The function f(x) constructed from the table is nowhere 
differentiable. 
Theorem 2 implies that if f is diffcrentiablc at any point, then f’ = 0. 
But this is impossible, for we can choose x’ in such a way that f  (x’) has a 
dyadic expansion which agrees with that off(x) for p places, differs in the 
p $- 1 place, and then agrees in the remaining places. Then [f(x’) -f (x)1 
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is 2 1’ whereas i S’ s I is of the order of 4 I’. Consequently there arc 
scquenccs such that the differential quotient in absolute value becomes a. 
It is of interest to point out that this phenomenon is accomplished without 
appeal to scquenccs of functions whose limit function enjoys the properties of 
continuitv and nowhere differentiability. The first example of this hchavior 
(without using sequences) was given by the author in [I], but the details 
are more complcs and fail to reveal the fact as this new c.xample makes 
cvidcnt that this class of functions is in fact cstcnsivc. 
3. \~II.I) I:I!M’TIONS 
Let S be the countably dense set on the unit interval with elcmcnts 
denoted by xi . Letf(xi) = x rj/2j. l where l j 7 1 if .xj < s, and 0 otherwise, 
but setf(x) .--. C rj/2j where E, : 1 if xi < xi and 0 otherwise where .Y $ S. 
Now choose a sequence uk + xi from below where the elements arc all 
members of X. Choose another sequence z’,: + xi from below where no rl; 
is in X. By our definition offit is clear that bothf(u,) andf(z’J arc monotone 
increasing and so have limits. We claim the first sequence producesf(x, - 0) .~- 
and the second f(xi - 0). For suppose we have any sequence ZL’~ + xi from 
below, ZL’~ :;, 0. Then by the density of the candidates for membership 
in {Q} and {v,}, we can find such sequences with uk I<: u’~ ..< z‘~, Then 
f(uk) < f(~~) :s f(zJ. Evidently the upper limit from the left is twice the 
lower limit from the left. 
Using uk, rc, zck as above but from the right, WC secure exactly the same 
inequality, but in this case, f(~~), f(zJ, and f(~~) arc monotone decreasing. 
Here again the upper limit from the right is twice the lower limit from the 
right. However, since xi < ub or zp for all k, we have: 
-__._ .-. 
f(.xi - 0) = .f(Xj - 0) $- I/2’, 
f(xi -!- 0) = f(xi - 0) + 1 p-1. 
The possibility of equality between an upper limit on one side and a lower 
limit on the other is easily removed by noting that the fact that the upper 
limit is twice the lower limit on the same side yields, under the hypothesis 
of equality, thatf(xi - 0) is either negative or has the value 1:2’+‘. The first 
-.--- 
case is clearly imposslblc, and the second would contravene our assumption 
of density. 
It is easy to verify that elsewhercf(x) = 2f(x), and these are never equal on 
the open interval. 
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